
SUPERNOVA 1572A

SUPERNOVA 1572A

▸ Two classes of supernovae 

▸ Type I: no hydrogen lines in the spectrum  
             subclasses Ia, Ib, Ic 

▸ Type II: with hydrogen lines in the spectrum 

▸ SN 1572A was Type Ia 

▸ No compact object remains - all matter is ejected into the 
universe as supernova remnant
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STAR SPOTS
ROTATIONAL MODULATION OF LIGHT



GENERAL

PROPERTIES
▸ extrinisic variables 

▸ stars with inhomogeneous surface brightness 

▸ variability caused by rotation because different parts of the 
surface are seen 

▸ Caused by star spots or thermal or chemical inhomgeneities in the 
atmosphere caused by a magnetic field of by variable mass loss
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100 Myr 
10x faster

dipole magnetic field



COSMIC CONTEXT

WHY STUDY STARSPOTS
▸ Late type stars with convective envelopes are all affected 

by magnetic processes 

▸ effect of planets and back-reaction on star itself 

▸ Testing stellar dynamo theory (vs. fossil field theory) 

▸ Objects: 

▸ Young stellar objects (e.g., T Tauri stars) 
▸ Early-age main sequence stars of solar type 
▸ Evolved binary stars 
▸ Rapidly rotating single giants (FK Comae Type)
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GENERAL

HISTORY

▸ Ismael Boulliau 1667: Ad Astronomos Monita Duo 
periodic light variability of Mira (o Ceti) “caused by large 
cool spots of spot groups” (starspot hypothesis) 

▸ a wrong explanation in this case! 

▸ first identification that activity in stars is connected to a 
spotted surface (Kron 1947) 

▸ found in binaries outside of the eclipses
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GENERAL

HISTORY

▸ Skumanich 1972: rotation plays a crucial role in the 
generation of stellar activity 

▸ Confirmation: strong correlation of magnetic activity 
indicators with  

▸ rotation and coronal emission (e.g., Pallavicini et al. 1981),  

▸ chromospheric Ca II and Ha emission (e.g. Vaughan et al. 1981), 

▸  UV line fluxes (e.g. Vilhu 1984),  

▸ radio emission (Drake et al. 1989)
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GENERAL

STATISTICS AND DETECTIONS

▸ > 200 billion stars with spots in our galaxy 

▸ most of them not detectable 

▸ some 500 stars have been studied in detail 

▸ Large photometric surveys for other purposes revealed 
stars with variability caused by spots 

▸ e.g., OGLE (search for microlensing events), and space missions 

▸ statistical analyses of rotation periods / rates in connection with 
evolutionary stage
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ROTATIONALLY MODULATED LIGHT CURVES

EXAMPLES
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Alencar et al. (2010)

McQuillan et al. (2013)

Gondoin et al. (2012)



MEASUREMENTS

DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES

▸ Light Curve Modelling 

▸ Doppler Imaging 

▸ temperature and chemical spots 

▸ Zeeman-Doppler Imaging 

▸ disentangling the magnetic field distribution on the surface 

▸ Line depth ratios 

▸ Asteroseismology 

▸ Direct Detection
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STELLAR ROTATION

STELLAR ROTATION
▸ Direct measurement of rotation period 

▸ No dependence of inclination angle as in spectroscopy 

▸ projected rotational velocity v sin i ! 

▸ Challenges 

▸ long photometric monitoring to get also the long rotation rates 

▸ bias towards faster rotators 

▸ sometimes not straight forward because different physical 
mechanisms interact with each other (e.g., rotation with 
pulsation, binarity, accretion etc.)
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SPOTS

SPOTTED STARS
▸ Origin: comparison to Sun 

▸ Reason for their occurrence: local 
magnetic fields with strengths of a 
few tenths of a Tesla up to few Tesla 
▸ Unit Gauss [G]: 1 Tesla = 10 000 Gauss 

▸ Magnetic field inhibits convection 
and therefore energy transport - 
sunspots are ~1500 - 2000 K cooler 
than the remainder of the surface 

▸ Life times: a few months 
Sizes up to 100 000 km
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Sun ~ 1 Gauss



THE SUN

SOLAR ACTIVITY
▸ multitude of activity  

phenomena related  
to magnetic field 

▸ cyclonic turbulence in outer convection  
zone penetrates solar atmosphere  
➔ sunspots, plages etc. 

▸ further expansion into outer  
atmosphere ➔ dynamic coronal loops 

▸ investigation of structure of magnetic 
fields & constraints for solar dynamo theory
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STELLAR ACTIVITY

CHROMOSPHERIC ACTIVITY

▸ Spotted star 

▸ (strong) magnetic fields 

▸ Magnetic field heats 
chromosphere 

▸ chromospheric emission 

▸ CaII H & K as rotation 
indicator
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SOLAR-TYPE STARS

▸ chromospheric activity 

▸ Ca H & K emission 

▸ solar variations always 
smaller than a few tenths 
of a percent & 
associated with disk passage of sun spots (Fröhlich 2002) 

▸ amplitudes in stars can be up to several percent
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FIRST DETECTION

DIRECT SPOT DETECTIONS
▸ M2 supergiant Betelgeuse & HST observations 
▸ bright spot in UV in Mg II H & K lines located in star’s dynamic 

chromosphere above the photosphere 

▸ first detection of a stellar surface inhomogeneity on a star other 
than the Sun
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Gilliland & Dupree 1996



DIFFERENTIAL SURFACE ROTATION
▸ spots are at different latitudes ➔ 

measurement of surface rotation rate as 
function of latitude 

▸ BUT mostly latitude is unknown  
➔  measurement of longest and shortest 
period is average of surface differential 
rotation 

▸ BUT perturbations from complex spot 
distributions, activity growth & decay, spot 
migration (e.g., due to diffusion, spot 
cycles etc.) 

▸ photometric time series cannot resolve if 
pole or equator rotates faster
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The Sun



SPOTS AND STELLAR ROTATION

DOPPLER IMAGING

▸ Vogt & Penrod 1983: 
travelling starspot 
bumps are observable 
in line profiles ➜ 
derivation of image of 
stellar surface
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DOPPLER IMAGING

▸ spatial resolution of spots on 
stellar surface and tracing of 
individual spots 

▸ concept: cool spots on surface 
cause distortions of line profiles 

▸ profiles move from blue to red 
during rotation period 

▸ time resolution of rotation period 
needed: the denser the better
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O. Kochukhov
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SPOTS & STELLAR ROTATION

DOPPLER IMAGING
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In reality one cannot work with infinitely fine resolution 
(not enough information available) and has to use regularisation 
methods. These can be tested:



TEMPERATURE DOPPLER IMAGING
▸ conversion of distortions of the spectral lines’ equivalent 

widths into surface temperature map 

▸ well known atomic parameters needed 

▸ knowledge of local line profile of spotted and unspotted stellar 
atmosphere 

▸ computed through radiation-transfer solution of a stellar model 
atmosphere in local thermal equilibrium (LTE) 

▸ inversion: every pixel is assigned a temperature 

▸ different spot sizes for strong and weak spectral lines
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BRIGHTNESS DOPPLER MAPPING
▸ uses only information from spectral line shape 

▸ inversion: every pixel is assigned an intensity (or “filling factor”) 
that is converted into brightness
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Rice & Strassmeier (1996) 
temperature mapping 
& photometry

Hatzes (1995) 
brightness mapping 
without photometry

V 410 Tau

i = 70° i = 54°

SPOTS & STELLAR ROTATION



MAPPING OF CHEMICAL ABUNDANCES

▸ Hot stars: inhomogeneous 
distribution of chemical 
elements 

▸ chemically peculiar stars 

▸ some can pulsate (roAp!) 

▸ enhanced concentration of 
elements inside spots 

▸ normal abundance outside
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O. Kochukhov



MAPPING OF CHEMICAL ABUNDANCES
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HR 3831 

solid line:  
equator of  
rotation 

dashed line: 
equator of 
magnetic field 
(dipole)

Kochukhov et al. (2004)



STAR SPOTS

SPOT SIZES
▸ typically between ~22% and 0.1% of the stellar surface 

▸ not counting true polar cap-like spots because their size 
determination is quite uncertain 

▸ Sun: 10-4 to 10-5 of surface 

▸ in solar maximum 10-3 of surface 

▸ smallest stellar spot: ~0.15% of surface in BO Mic   
(Barnes 2005, Wolter et al. 2005) 

▸ ultra rapidly rotating K dwarf with v sin i = 132 km/s &  
Prot = 0.38 days
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BO MICROSCOPII = “SPEEDY MIC”
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Doppler maps at 
different rotation phases 

Spot coverage:  
black (100%), 
dark orange (67%)  
and light orange (33%) 

few spots near visible 
pole, but mostly at mid 
latitudes 

blue circle: flare observed 
in October 2006

Wolter et al. (2008)

Image: ESO



SPOT SIZE: RECORD HOLDER

▸ XX Tri (K giant) 

▸ d = 197 pc 

▸ spot size: 
11 million km 
~ 12 x 20 solar radii 

▸ 60 times extension of the largest sunspot 
10 000 times its areal coverage
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Strassmeier (1999)

STAR SPOTS


